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Volume 24 Number 20

The Image of Fairfield

Thursday, May 6, 1999

Tonight we 're gonna party
like it's 1999!

Congratulations to
Fairfield University's senior class
May 23,1999

•\

\
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Senior Issue

Senior
Superlatives
Most likely to...

have someone named Gin as a best frfend- Tara Richter
to be there for you- Tara Richter
to be a two can- Tara Richter
spend their weekends at F.U. next year- Joe Giuliano, Kevin Toohill, James Araujo,
Mark Donoghue, Brian Sullivan
pass out from his own Dutch oven- Jeff Woelpper
climb the corporate ladder in bed- Southern Comfort
have a party celebrating Tinky-Winky- B.F.N.H.
enter the keg races each as alumni- Buschwood
spend an entire week on the couch- Brian McCarthy
skip his first day of work- Mark Donoghue
head butt the keg and lose- Brian McCarthy
to not have a clue- John Ramsden
become a house-husband- Joe Giuliano
appear on Springer- Girls' Dup
invent hats for big heads- Mike Carey
have a series of one night stands- Rob Piszko
have 3 wives @ the same time- Sean Lukac
be the next Ol' Blue Eyes- Billy Aguire
fail a lie detector test- Carl Riccobono
be haunted by Teche Bates- Matt Killion, Mike Clark, Paul McCamn, Dave Marceau
get married- Matt McGovern and Kristen Record
not have sheets on his bed- Kevin DeVinney
be mistaken for brother and sister- Paul Honde and Heather Colletti
try to get his girlfriend to watch Sportcenter with him- Paul Honde
play Rampart- Kevin, Paul, Sean
want McDonald's- Erin Burgess
know everyone on campus- Wendi Vescio
argue about food- Kevin and Erin
hook up in a bathroom- Kevin and Erin
steal beer from the Buschwood- Red Barn
lie and exaggerate- Shana McCullough
max out their credit cards at Super D's- Buschwood
kill someone in a car accident- Sue Beecher
to realize he has no soul- John Ramsden
wander around by herself- Kathleen Daly
have a nose fetish- Suzanne Beecher
find a buffet- the Dugout
have taps stolen and then returned later- the Buschwood
date a bouncer at the Grape- Mary Elizabeth Daly
get a ticket with 8 people in the house- Buschwood
get into her food- Stephanie Altis
become a speed peer- Tara Pigo-Cronin
to be a guest on the Jerry Springer show- Danielle Damiano
to have no friends in 5 years- Elise Duncan
kick ass in cards- Jessica Kyle
hook-up with your mom- Brian Robertson
get a boob job- TH34
create a new dialogue- Nancy Pangilinan
spread mayonnaise on his butt- Paul Honde
live like a caterpillar- Tara Pigo-Cronin
eat everything at the end of the world- Tara Pigo-Cronin
Febreeze au natural- Brian Robertson
marry a supermodel- Jim Araujo
remove the book before making the copy- Leah King
"whatever"- Leah King
play Nintendo at age 85- Jessica Kyie
find beer in the trash and drink it- Stephanie Altis
get in your bed and never leave- Alyson Laabs
sleep in random places- Jessica Kyle
fall asleep in front of a professor- Joe Giuliano
die from a cheese overdose- Stephanie Altis
dress in layers- Nancy Pangilinan
pile into the "vagina"- various Kostka residents, 1995-96
make enemies with a kitten- Brian Robertson
be a caveman- Paul Honde
steal a Cosmo- Brian Robertson
turn water into Coca Cola- Tara Pigo-Cronin
isten to Harry Belafonte- Susan Maransky
be forced to smoke a cigarette on her 19th birthday- Susan Maransky
be a wedding coordinator- Tara Pigo-Cronin
make a good toast- Stacy Shaughnessy
think her bra looks like a bikini- Jessica Kyle
be the next Spice Girl- Jen Hoffmeister
live off peanut butter- Liz Harder
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Most Likely to...

"This is the
time to
remember
'cause it will
not last
forever.
»

NO EXIT

© 96 Andy Singer

National Student News Service, 1996

pass out in the bathroom - Sue Beecher
make late night trips to the THsKathleen Daly
hook up in the near future- Sue
Beecher and Joe Guiliano
be so money and not even know itHeather and Vanessa
ask a dumb question- Annemarie
Sedore
tell someone off- Kathleen Carson
blow up a microwave- Kristin Harding
hide in the bookstore until the next
beanie baby shipment comes in- Sarah
Tartaglia
be a Hawaiian Tropic SpokesmodelSarah Tartaglia
schedule her hook-ups- Jodie Marx
be drunk from the night before on her
first day of work- Janine Esposito
try and draw attention to themselvesElise Duncan and Danielle Damiano
die laughing- Mary Alice Greco
watch the "La Vida Loca" video at
least a thousand times- Carrie
Baldassari
all the furniture in her house made out
of casted materials- Kerry Stewart
be wet- Allison Sebago
re-enact 90210 scenes- Janine Esposito
think she's Bob Vila- Diana Harrington
make a better door than windowWendy Fraulo
be seen at the Grape-Amy Cyphers
lose touch with her friends- Casey
Egan
sing "Sweet Caroline" while standing
on a table- Missy Sweeney
stroke her bat during a Yankees gameKathleen Carson
own every Beanie Baby createdAnnemarie Sedore
talk to plants- Dorothy Carbone
get trapped in an elevator- Sarah
Tartaglia
be the best biology teacher- Missy
Sweeney
be a millionaire- Kathleen Carson
own a Jetta- Dorothy Carbone
become Herschel, Adler and SedoreAnnemarie Sedore
get married- Susan Tartaglia
go back to school to become a culinary
chef- Nicole Dolce
wear a purple wig at graduationMarlene Gross
throw a wine and cheese party- Nick
Segretario
walk in on someone when they are
getting dressed- Pete Catalonotti
make pastina at 2 a.m.- Melissa Bays
want Goldschlaager shots- Melissa
Bays and Lee Mados
become friends after talking in the porta-potties-Mich Lusardi and Tommy
Richards
go down by the cherry tree with the
Dirty Bunny- Russell Ballato
spend the night at "the library"- Tricia
Aponte
skin a cat on the coffee table- Trica
Aponte
go to Korea for the weekend- Kate
Ferranti, Audra Makuch, and Nicole
Howell
wear a skirt shirt- Mimi Chedid
be damn glad to meet you- Joe Sarcona
go on a date- Julie Mosiello
ride a skateboard Late Night at the Hot
Tub- Marie Chedid
have a car with a nose ring- Tricia
Aponte
send more money to World Com than
F.U.- Tricia Aponte
be a sugar mama- Erin Collins
type with his nose- Russell Ballato
hate Christopher Reeve- Audra Makuch
shower with his clothes on- Russell
Ballato
be a zombie- Tricia Aponte
be a foot taller than her i.d.- Nicole
Howell
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Most likely to...
return to FU on Harleys- Michele Wixon
and Tammie Setterland
be the Queen of the PDA- Lea Raymond
have eight kids by the year 2002Kathryn Kenrick
be on the Grind- Kelly Brennan
to contract an STD- J.T. Groarke
be kidnapped- Lauren Keating
have her alarm clock mysteriously
disappear- Lea Raymond
not win the Puckermobile- Michele
Wixon and Lea Raymond
lose any and every bet- Tammie
Setterland
tell you you look pretty while you are
throwing up- Amy Cyphers
cut glass- Marianne Maguire
wear hot pink pants, red shoes, and an
orange shirt but still look good- Karin
Petroni
invite you over and then forget and
leave- Robyn Schultz
eat dance floor- Annie Watt
have a story to top your's- Katie Stouffs
run away to the Russian Circus- Karin
Petroni and Annie Watt
put nicotine and diet coke in the food
pyramid- Noreen McDonagh
have hot chicks banging down his door
after graduation- KT Weng
to live in the bat cave- Katman and
Robyn
to stand up for what is unjust- Kathryn
Nonnenmacher
scrum down with a guy at a bar- Sam
Farrell
mistake a pillow for her boyfriendCindy Bergdorfer
be called Dumb and Dumber- Sam
Farrell and Katie Stouffs
untap- Trish Thompson
lose at strip poker- Robyn Schultz
be stuck in 80's forever- Robyn Schultz
and Brendan Kilroy
write a paper during Clam Jam and still
hook-up- Sam Farrell
wear a mouth guard to DogwoodsAnnie Watt
get naked and throw pickles- Kathryn
Nonnenmacher
chase squirrels- Karin Petroni
be a millionaire by age 23- Annie Watt
have a little brother follow her around
forever- Robyn Schultz
work at Fairfield Career PlanningMarianne Maguire
ride a stuffed horse- Karin Petroni
go on spring break with no wallet and
winter clothes- Annie Watt
claim she's 100% Irish- Katie Stouffs
to graduate and never care about the
janitors again- Audra Makuch
page someone at Stop and Shop- Karin
Petroni
get drunk and fall off the Cliffs of
Moher- Katie Stouffs
bring home a chicken- Katie Stouffs
ride the chicken- Karin Petroni
sell the chicken- Annie Watt
hook up with the chicken- Sam Farrell
bring the chicken to Career PlanningMarianne Maguire
play Bon Jovi for the chicken- Robyn
Schultz
fade off into the sunset- Brendan Kilroy
be the victim of car vandalism- Karyn
Krieghbaum
diagnose someone with a fatal diseaseKaryn Krieghbaum
take the worst pictures of you- Karyn
Krieghbaum
be one of your best friends- Karyn
Krieghbaum
finish a beer in 2 seconds flat- Karyn
Krieghbaum
start a shoe trend- Karen Tiroletto
to get arrested on drug charges- The Red
Barn, College, and The Flaming Torch
be ill- Karen Tiroletto
be your other best friend- Karen
Tiroletto
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Most likely to...

be the designated driver- thanks KarlKaren Tiroletto
fall off the porch 100 times- Tara Richter
have the most reasons- Tara Richter
be arrested for outstanding tickets- Karyn
Krieghbaum
become a tree breeder of Da Oak- Karen
Kreighbaum
be the smallest person in her 8th grade
classroom- Tara Richter
find a cure for Road Rage- Tara Richter
attend every wine and cheese event on
campus- Karen Tiroletto
most likely to say los 500 times a dayKaren Tiroletto
borrow some flesh- Karen Tiroletto
to go undefeated playing Beruit- John
Griffith and Mark Messenger
to date the lighthouse- Girls' Dup
to get a little ass everyday of the yearThe Reacharound
to have a wedding cake made of cheese
sauce- Pat Kelly
to bring up the $2 you owe him from
freshman year- Pat Mathews
to not serve a guy- long-haired guy at the
Grape
to floor it in the driveway- Adam Sullivan
to soak down an oriental rug- Craig
Anzlovar
to sell you an herbal pizza- Brit Chelo
to do a terrible imitation of Mike
McCabe- Tom Griffiths
to be in the next Super Mario Brothers
movie- Dr. S.
to talk about drums all day- Tom Uhle
and Mike McCabe
to talk about golf all day- John Griffith
and Pat Mathews
to clean his plate- Tom Griffiths
to drink any new gimmick beer- Pat Kelly
to have the new Ferrari SUV- Rob Barone
to invite only sophomore girls to his
parties- John Griffith
to suffocate in his own popcorn and chips
in bed- Adam Sullivan
to have a used car lot in his drivewayMike Gionfriddo
to rob a casino blind- Mark Donoghue
to have actually played good despite
shooting a 110- Tom Griffiths
to have a beer to "Squak Box" on CNBCTom Griffiths
to employ the Keebler Elves in his closet
above his bed- Tom Uhle
to already have had the 1000 greatest
days of his life- Tom Griffiths
to make their own rule that they can only
leave the couch on Sundays to get a beer
or to go to the bathroom- Tom Griffiths
and Adam Sullivan
to be an exhibit in the Bronx Zoo in 10
years- Mike Giordano
to have dumped in every bathroom on the
point- Mike Giordano
the car most likely to be seen with hazard
lights on in the curb of the Quick Centerthe Gray Ghost
to never return from New Orleans and
live on a diet of Lays- Adam Sullivan
to leave his own party- Pat Kelly
to talk about the brown-eye- Rob Barone
to discuss the lengths of their shafts- Pat
Mathews and Adam Sullivan
to eat a chicken parm for breakfast, lunch
and dinner- Rob Barone
to be a WWII veteran- Pat Mathews
to park in a handicap spot- John Ramsden
to not talk to anyone when he has work to
do- Tom Griffiths
to put on a disgusting display- Mark
Donoghue
to sleep anywhere- Tom Griffiths
to fall for any gimmick- John Ramsden
to have a mountain dew and a pack of
cigarettes for breakfast-Adam Sullivan
to be the worst drunk ever- Pat Kelly
to get kicked out of a bar in MontrealMike Giordano
to pick a fight with a large man in Burger
King in Montreal- John Griffith
to not use a condom- Rob Barone
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There's nothing like looking at your own history
in the faces of your friends

they took my things right out of my hands,
gave me a key and facilitated me
into a new life a new town with new rules
and new friends
they taught me everything from laundry
skills and hangover pills to
quiet hours and cheapie thrills
through midnight talks with unstable friends
and
nights with papers that would not end,
crawling home from townhouses after just
one more
fidgeting with the key to get it into the door
from getting locked out of the room with
only a towel
to turning in late papers and buying a vowel
to pulling off dives which neither me nor my
body could fathom
to lying in bed alone realizing what just
happened
from finding out that i'm not as smart as i
think
to being scared by professors who need a
good shrink
three trips to rural appalachia just to see what
it was like
listening to stories, shaking my head slowly,
knowing this isn't right
two years behind me and i start to pick up
speed
with 24 residents, a pad, and a master key
nights of tall belligerent students who lift me
over their heads
to giving up on rounds and burying my face
into the bed
to the beach for senior year and taking the
ticket for the naut
meeting lots of wonderful people all of
whom have taught me a lot
the mixture of wealth became ever more
clear
as i noticed the underpaid and powerless who
have a job right here
they became the main focus for so much of
my time
until the administration stepped down and
saw the other side
my house, my best friends in the world
saw me through tough times, held my head as
i hurled
now off to philly to start over again
a 111 * bit scared but i know i'li always have
my friends
what if law isn't for me? what if i don't
know who i want to be?
enough about the future everything will turn
out fine,
in fact tonight let's party like its 1999!
let's remember all the people that made this
ride so much fun
let's remember all the times we basked in the
sun
maybe i'll never get down the laundry skills
i've been taught
maybe i'll never eat all the food that i bought
but i'll remember the friends who've carved
a place in my heart
and i'll remember the love i've been given
from the start
i'm feeling alone as the year draws to end
but there's nothing like looking at your own
history in the faces of your friends.
-Peter C. Catalanotti,
Advertising Manager Emeritus
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Most likely to...
to be knocking- Mike Giordano
to turn spring break into a year's
income- Mark Donoghue
to drive across Campion Field Pat
Mathews
to play pitch at his wedding- Pat
Mathews
to lose a $500 Armani jacket at dogwoods- Tom Griffiths
to trip on the back porch- Rob Barone,
Tom Griffiths, Mike Giordano, Mike
Gionfriddo
to start a bonfire on the grill- Mike
Gionfriddo
to throw the best party of the year- The
Reacharound
to start a fight and not be there to finish
it- John Ramsden
to clear out a room- Tom Uhle
to eat 12 meals a day- Tom Uhle
to never catch anything thrown at himRob Barone
to live in Arctic climates- Mike
Giordano
to have a horticulture lab in his closetAdam Sullivan
to buy the two worst pets in the worldRob Barone and Tom Griffiths
to rip Rob and Tom off- the guy who
sold them the prarie dogs
to enlist in AA in 5 years- Tom Griffiths
to hold a help clinic for NHL '99- Rob
Barone
to own his own vineyard- Adam Sullivan
to not buy beer- Pat Mathews
to be seen in the Grape- the Daly twins
to go bald (his worst nightmare)- John
Ramsden
to be seen in a wifebeater- Mike
Gionfriddo
to trash-talk his son- Kevin Toohill
to say "what"- Dr. Lee
to be Ralph Lauren- Tom Uhle and
Adam Sullivan
to do Tae-Bo at 2:30 in the morningRob Barone and Kim Moore
to cheat off your test- John Ramsden
to get darts stolen from it- The Grape
to give you the runs- Bud's Deli
to hook up with any guy that gives her a
compliment- Betsy Keith
to wear a sweater that is too small for
him- Jay Saporito
to star in a Coca-Cola ad- Mike
Giordano
to get the munchies and beg to go to
Rawley's- John Griffith
to trespass- Vince Biondi
to brag about being in better shape than
you- Pat Kelly
to use a cheesy pick-up line- Mike Gioncheeto
to try and get his housemates from
behind- Pat Kelly
to believe WWF wrestling is real- Pat
Kelly
to tell his girlfriend that "she's no spring
chicken"- Tom Uhle
to be wearing a polo button down and
get destructive while drunk- Adam
Sullivan
to be a cranky old man- by next yearPat Mathews
to sweat in the dead of winter- Mike
Giordano
to be the next Al Bundy- Pat Kelly
to get drunk and call it "the greatest day
of my life"- Tom Griffiths
to replace Siskel- Tom Uhle
to spend his life fortune on his phone
bill- John Burns
to be born on the 4th of July- John Burns
to eat beans- John Burns
to get his degree in Skoal and Sony Play
Station- Mike Good
to get destructive when the Gators loseJohn Griffith
to survive on other people's food- John
Burns
to wear the same dirty american flag
boxers everyday- John Burns
to own every porno ever made- Mike
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Good
to have his girlfriend call every ten
minutes- John Burns
to never realize that he doesn't live in
Portugal- Marco DeSousa
to be a porno director- Mike Good
to be house bitch- Mike Good
to be his girlfriend's bitch- Mike Good
to wear a mask in his girlfriends houseChaun Pflug
to be fired for sexual harrassment- Pat
Kelly and Joe Sarcona
to be a Bon Jovi impersonator- Jim Gale
to end every party with a fight- John
Ramsden
to ask you to watch a movie- Pat Kelly
to do a solo dance at The Grape- Mike
Feeley
to be the next owner of The Grape- Jimbo
Araujo
to yell at someone for no reason- Brian
McCarthy
to not become a Structure model- Pat
Kelly
to marry an ape- Pat Kelly
to have phone calls forwarded to the
Albino Frog- Jamie Dunbar and Mark
Messenger
to gang bang in Little Rock- The Dugout
to imagine he's John Elway- Jesse Parker
to open a Beruit camp- C.J. Jung
to join C.J.'s camp- Jamie Dunbar
to hangout with "E"- The Dugout
to join a JMT cover band- Jeff Woelpper
to be a poster boy for birthcontrol- Brian
McCarthy
to write up his residents that won't hookup with him- Tim Albert
to get "Chaka Khaned"- the Albino Frog
to say he wants "to be inside you"- Pat
Kelly
to be found double-fisting at The GrapeJimbo Araujo
to steal candy from a baby- Kevin Toohill
to own a dog for two weeks- Mike
McCabe
to get in a fight over pizza- Mark
Donoghue
to get mad if most likely's were written
about him- C.J. Jung
to pad lock his room- Chad Peddicord
to not win a fight with his girlfriend- Lou
DeFrancisco
to eat everyone's food- Chaun Pflug
to count every beer he drank in one nightMark Donoghue
to find the mean of a bowling matchMark Donoghue
to spend his weekends at Neiman MarcusBrian Sullivan
to be the bartender at Scott Larkin's
wedding- Mike Piagentini
to fake showering- Jesse Parker
to take a bath with his dogs- Jesse Parker
to not go to his internship- Mark
Donoghue
to have his car jumped at Dunkin DonutsJamie Dunbar
to see Jamie Dunbar broken down at
Dunkin Donuts- Mike McCabe
to not laugh at the superlatives- C.J. Jung
to survive on hot dogs, potatoes, and
cheese- Kevin Toohill
to speak Spanish to someone who speaks
English- Mike McCabe
to hold up K-Bee toy store- Jamie Dunbar
to forget a speech- Mike Piagentini
to be at the backgammon championshipsJamie Dunbar
to produce more poop than all of Long
Island- Mike McCabe
to clean up after two of his housemateMike McCabe
to spend the night in Amsterdam and pitch
the next day- Mike Feeley
to walk on the beach naked- Jim Gale
to ask more questions than a lawyer- Mark
Donoghue
to ask his housemates if he should date a
girl and then not date her- Mike Piagentini
to get his car towed- Matt Keating
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If I knew then what I know now...

Me & Jess B.- "You can never have enough good dubbin' clothes or good friends."

By Theresa Vitello
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF EMERITUS
" If I knew then what 1 know now"
Now that we have reached the end
of our four years I think it is important to
look at these words not as ones of regret or
loss but as words that show us the insight
we have gained. I think the reason this
phrase came to mind when I sat down to
write my final column is because the past
four years have given me (and hopefully all
of you) the ability to look back at those
freshman year photos and laugh, the power
to see ourselves with baby faces and bad
hair and not want to change it. We wouldn't
dare want to take back those sleepless nights
or experiences with friends because we
know they have taught us the things that our
parents and our texts books just couldn't.
Looking back I don't think I regret
anything I have undertaken here. Don't get
me wrong, there were plenty of times I
wanted to throw one or two of the Mirror's
ancient MACs through the window of

Pete, my reliable ad manager and friend, "I'll see you in Philly."

Gonzaga or that I would have rather been
out with friends than dealing with any-

have afforded me the best friends and life
lessons I have gained at college. And, al-

thing from Slip 'N Slides to suicides while
on duty. But all in all I can't complain
because both being on staff at the Mirror
and at Res Life over the past two years

though some of my friends have already
graduated, some will graduate with me, and
others will still remain, they have all been
a part of my most favorable and miserable

Kaylin, my friend, good luck to you in RA:round 2.

times at Fairfield. As for those life lessons,
well the great insight I now have on myself,
others and the politics in between have certainly prepared me for the 'real world' or
my extension of it (law school).
We've all done our fair share of
grumbling about Fairfield, whether it wasn't
your top choice from the beginning or
you've just grown sick of it in the end. Regardless, I woke up one morning about a
month ago to see that four years of my life
have come and gone and they have definitely
left me feeling nostalgic. I'm not sure if I
am now the person I thought I would be
freshman year, in fact, I am probably very
different. My number one self criticism
would be that I took myself too seriously at
times, but that is easily remedied because
you know what I am going to do tonight?" party like it's 1999." All in all, if I knew
then what I know now, I wouldn't change a
thing.

Patrick, your "subtle sarcasm" has been a constant source of entertainment. Don't change
your winning ways.

"This is the time
you '11
turn back to,
and so will I,
and those will be
the days
you can never
recall"

Special thank yous to
Dr. Bridgford, Dr. Carolan
& Professor Kraussfor
their insight, open doors
and open hearts. To Anne
in the cafe, thanks for the
advice and gossip over hot
chocolate everyday of the
week.
Patrizia, la mia arnica italiana.I wish you La Vita Bella,
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Most likely to...
to be content living in a cesspool- Kevin
Toohill and Mark Donoghue
to check for termites by putting a body
part through the wall- Mark Donoghue
to have a top secret girlfriend- Chaun
Pflug
to have an RBI baseball tournamentTom Haug
to memorize "The Last Taboo" - Jamie
Dunbar
to comb his shoulders- Lou DeFrancisco
to comb his chest- Tom Griffiths
to carry a knife to church- Brian "Sully"
Sullivan
to turn into a raging alcoholic- Brian
"Sully" Sullivan
to respond "I Know" when speaking of
ex-girlfriends- Mark Donoghue and
Jamie Dunbar
to throw a remote control thru a fishtank
when the Devils lose- Mike McCabe
to pass the melon- Lou DeFrancisco
to be in a cast for 16 months- Jamie
Dunbar
to heckle his son in his first little league
game- Kevin Toohill
to piss in the quad at noon- Jesse Parker
to become the next Stephen HawkingRussell Coe
to talk to his girlfriend with a walkietalkie- Chad Peddicord
to call Seinfeld "Matlock"- Joe Giuliano
to skip a final for his tee time- Mark
Donoghue
to take a date to Sodexho for dinnerJimbo Araujo
to be naughty girls- Katie Hibler and
Leah Wynacht
to have a boyfriend who hates all guys
from Fairfield- Beth Cunningham
to have a redder crotch than Jamie
Dunbar- Katie Hibler
to have a wetdream about Nomar
Garciapara- Brian McCarthy
to have a 4.0 GPA and blood alcohol
level- Jimbo Araujo
to buy stocks in Parliment LightsKristen Rath
to be found having snack time- the
Albino Frog
to be found looking for someone with
h.w.p.- Elyse Mueller
to beat the Crack House at any gamethe Albino Frog
to pull a 'tude- Meghan Lombardi
to not tell details- Lauren Fiore
to not get caught in the rain- Krista
Lehmann
to be diagnosed with narcolepsy- Lauren
Fiore
to laugh after every word- Leslie Wong
to pass out after two shots-Leslie Wong
to find something to trip over- Leslie
Wong
to analyze everything while drunkCarlaD'Angelo
to fall in love with a cruise directorCarla D'Angelo
to hold a grudge- Krista Lehmann
to rob the cradle- Krista Lehmann
to attract men in the 25+ crowd- Lauren
Fiore
to get sick from drinking- Liz Mazzini
to be found cheerleading- Meghan
Lombardi
to be found discussing cars- Carla
D'Angelo
to be the center attention- Elyse Mueller
to become soap opera actresses- Krista
Lehmann and Elyse Mueller
to "Chaka Kahn"- The Sandtrap
to drink her way out of R.A.-domLauren Fiore
to ring in the new year with a bangKrista Lehmann
to get kicked out of the Grape on her
birthday- Carla D'Angelo
to be talking about her twin sisterMeghan Lombardi
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Most likely to...
be late-night gal pal at the Albino FrogMark Messenger
recruit friends- Elyse Mueller
never be single- Elyse Mueller
break into the Crackhouse- The Albino
Frog
whine- Carla D'Angelo
hibernate in her single- Meghan Lombardi
charge her way through life- Krista
Lehmann
be equestrian drop-outs- Elyse Mueller anc
Krissy Tonto
think her parents are stalking her- Carla
D'Angelo
have a running tab with Krista Lehmann
Carla D'Angelo
let her hair affect her mood- Krista
Lehmann
seek silent revenge- Leslie Wong
get mad if you aren't p.c. enough- Lix
Mazzini
sleep through their 7:45- Elyse Mueller
and Lauren Fiore
turn from 21 to 40 in the blink of an eyeElyse Mueller
be called the "McDonalds Hoover"- Leslie
Wong
bark orders from her bed- Carla D'Angelo
think ketchup and spray butter goes with
everything- Lauren Fiore
remember every dance she ever didMeghan Lombardi
have her car impounded- Lauren Fiore
convert all of her friends to hip-hop
music- Meghan Lombardi
need to be picked up- Liz Mazzini
be found clubbing at the age of 45- Liz
Mazzini
get roped into doing things with Carla
D'Angelo- Lauren Fiore
babysit Liz's children while she is clubbing- Elyse Mueller
to marry a dentist out of convenience- Liz
Mazzini
to be found at the Girl's Dup- Elyse
Mueller
buy vinyl pants- Liz Mazzini
crash a Daewoo- Leslie Wong
make it a glitter night- Lauren Fiore
re-apply- Krista Lehmann
know the lyrics- Carla D'Angelo
have a saddle to ride- Meghan Lombardi
do a pole dance- Aisha Villacorta
introduce herself to a strange boy- Elyse
Mueller
go in an exit- Aisha Villacorta
be entertained by Brooklyn- Carla
D'Angelo
come home with stockings in hand- Krista
Lehmann
have an older boyfriend- Lauren Fiore
hook-up on the second path- Leslie Wong
talk during a staff meeting- Jessica
Boudjouk
show up 2 hrs late and drunk for "work"Chaun Pflug
have friends check the lights- Theresa
Vitello
be an awesome roomie- Lauren Fiore
move on- Anka Radovic
lie about time frames- Theresa Vitello
get wasted off on one drink-Theresa
Vitello
get wasted off two drinks- Jessica
Boudjouk
forget people's names- Roxanne Lanto
smack that ass, oh my God- Mark Messenger
have a diet inclusive of mayo and friesKrista Lehmann
call his boys over for backup- Jamie
Dunbar
be knocking on your door- Mike Giordano
be a weather channel commentator- Jamie
Dunbar, Tom Griffiths, and Jesse Parker
open a shoe store for little feet- Amanda
Writer
swim in the Sound on New Year's EveMark Donoghue
block you in- The Red Barn
be a safety girl- Leah Whynact
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I might regret this later but... It wasn't all that bad.
By Timothy Welsh
COMMENTARY EDITOR EMERITUS

Surprisingly, for a last commentary I
am left without words. What is there to
comment about on the eve of graduation?
If any longtime readers (thanks mom,
dad) are expecting an opinion then here
it is- graduating is a good thing.
Pretty uncontroversial huh?
Looking back on my career at Fairfield, and especially the Mirror, I realize
that this is my last opportunity to speak
my mind, rant about everything I that I
find wrong, and point out the flaws in
everything I see. I'll let that opportunity
pass.
Because this is my only opportunity
to leave my final thanks to the people and
place that have shaped me over the last
few years. That is an opportunity I would
rather take.

For as much as I have written in the past about how things
should change, there are many
things about Fairfield that I
would never change.
Even someone who has
come across as miserable as I
has to admit that Fairfield was
a great place to be. On an early
Spring morning is there anyplace you would rather be than
walking on Bellarmine Hill
looking over Long Island
Sound? OK, yeah there are a
million other places I would
rather be but I guess I am just
trying to say it wasn't horrible
despite what some of my columns said.
I never had any intention of
writing for the Mirror. In fact I
only got roped into it because
my friends were doing it. There
has been many a Thursday afternoon that I have regretted
printing my column. All I

See I am not the most miserable person ever to go to FU

would want to do on a weekend
is to party like its 1999 but instead I would listen to some
drunk tell me how wrong I was
about whatever I had spouted off
about. Yet, in hindsight, I
wouldn't change a thing.
OK, I would change somethings, but I am in Commentary,
I am supposed to find something
wrong.
So in closing, I want to thank
my friends who stuck by me even
when I was wrong. If anyone
enjoyed what I wrote then you
are welcome. If you hated it then
I guess you are happy that I am
finally going to shut up. Either
way I appreciate the opportunity
and leave with a lot of found
memories.

Me and the godfather of rap- Rudy Ray Moore- Dolemite

The Quotes that
shaped my life:
a

With great power
comes great
responsibility."

Uncle Ben to Spiderman
u

If you can't dazzle
them with your
brillance than baffle
them with bullsh--."
Frank Welsh

America's Super-Solider Captian America

People I need to thank:
My Family
The Joes
Sully
My Bench Coach
My Professors
The Mirror Staff
Anyone who bothers to read this
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Most likely to...
to swim in the Sound on New Year's EveMark Donoghue
to block you in- The Red Barn
to be a safety girl- Leah Whynact
to wind up in a hospital- Katie Schibler
to be "SO COOL"- Kevin Toohill
to hook-up with your boyfriend before
he's your boyfriend- Amanda Writer
to own a brewing company- Jimbo
Poucher
to look and act exactly the same 30 years
from now- Tom Uhle
to wear his girlfriend's extra small shortsTom Griffiths
to mac every girl in the room-Mike
Gioncheto
to be a knight rider- Amanda Writer
to say "I want to be inside you"- Pat Kelly
to be called Eddie-Jessica Motard
to become professional Beruit championsTom Uhle and Pat Kelly
to entertain themselves in front of a video
camera- Tom Griffiths, Jesse Parker, and
Mike McCabe
to marry superman- Katie Schibler
to win the war with the Girls Dup- SoCo
to put a goldfish in your Brita- SoCo
to find a 3-month old goldfish in your
bed- Katie Hibler
to go into debt buying a new wardrobe for
a week-long vacation- Kristy Ventura
to become the next Adam Sandier- Tom
Griffiths
to marry a firefighter- Katie Hibler
to fall over when she's pregnant- Amanda
Writer
to run around the world to save it- Leah
Whynacht
to be living in a box on the corner of 42nd
and Madison- Amanda Writer and Katie
Schibler
to have an affair with Footloose- Nicole
Chhabria
to win the award for worst hook-upHeather Guerriero
to be totally whipped- Tom Uhle
to be taking the same class twice and get
away with it- Jess Motard
to hook-up with you and all your
housemates- Buddy Ferris
to break her heel on the way to an
interview-Jenn Sapienza
wear pearls and play golf- Beth
Cunningham
to break a phone cleaning it- Tina Sabatini
to get white deodorant on your shirtKristy Ventura
to become a rock star- Tom Richards
to dance with a pole- Katie Hibler
to regulate a party- Jenn Sapienza
to become a rap duo- Tom Griffiths and
Mike McCabe
to come home and eat ravs- Katie Hibler
and Jess Motard
to get lost at a Dave Matthews concertJess Motard
to be a famous baseball player- C.J. Jung
to turn out to be a complete fraud- John
Ramsden
to scrub before a booty call- MoMo
to marry Mr. Mom- Leah Whynacht
to cause a hurricane- The Bucshwood
to still be going to the Grape at age 40The Buschwood
kiss the most asses- Scott DePetris
have been hit in the head with hockey
stick one too many times- Mike Piagentini
to make sweet love to his jeep- Lee
Barrett
to "Fake it"- Alison Hall
to "be that guy"- Brian Demontreux
to fry like a lobster- Brian Murphy
to move into the Pepsico Theatre- Greg
Winkler
to smoke Crack- Anthony Pennino
to be 851bs and not be anorexic- Heather
Guerriero
be afraid of everything, including Superman, for the rest of her life- Martha Pesta
to fall off a bus and not be drunk- Martha
Pesta
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Most likely to...
say "what's the dilly yo"- Jess Boudjouk
ask a random guy how to salsa- Liz
Mazzini
win "RA veteran of the year"- Glen
Stambone
perform a duet with D. Snyder- Matt
Whelan
dance the funky chicken on his 75th
wedding anniversary- Pat Robinson
judge the next Miss Teen America
pageant- Pete Catalanotti
date the 'I can't beleive it's not butter'
spokesman- Jess Boudjouk
have a kegger in the Jogues loungeTerence McCarron
"just key in"- Theresa Vitello
get a shiner from his residents- Dave
Stallone
subscribe to "U Magazine" after graduation- Pete Catalanotti
marry a 'Mo'- Jess Boudjouk
be called to a fire alarm at inappropriate
times- Liz Mazzini
call cauliflower "white broccoli"- Jess
Boudjouk
ask if something is 'conducive' while
'festering'- Liz Mazzini
dress up like a beatnik and recite 'We Real
Cool'- Theresa Vitello
double team GM- Liz Mazzini & Jess
Boudjouk
spend a Friday night secretly studying in
his room- Pat Robinson
have an itemized list of 'fantasy girls'Rob Pinsonneault
give up a brilliant political career to
become a rap star- Mike Franz
become the Florence Nightengale of
Greece- Pat Johnson
to challenge the rest of Fairfield to a keg
race using a full keg- The Buschwood
to name her stomach Silas- Amanda
Writer
to have a dance party until 5am- The
Bunny
to miss the trash can- Tom Griffiths and
Knight
to be known as "smooth"- Tom Richards
to start a lemonade stand- Tom Griffiths
and Jesse Parker
to work days at Cinnabun and nights at
Dominoe's- Amanda Writer
to break up 20 times before they get
married- Tom Griffiths and Amanda
Writer
to have the worst parties at the point- Fish
Bowl
go cow tipping- Michelle Lusardi
become a Garth Brooks roadie- Steve Rogers
lobby for making beruit an Olympic sport- Jirr
Poucher
become helmet cam guy- Chris Warenkiewicz
take beruit too seriously- Jim Poucher
bake a cheesecake- Nick Segretario
be found face down on the dance floor- Chris
Warenkiewicz
DJ our 25 year reunion- Jim Poucher
eat 100 mcnuggets in one sitting- Chris
Warenkiewicz
be seen with his hands down his pants -John
Petrides
be found at the Pizza Hut buffet- Dugout and
John Petrides
caught "PDA"ing- Gregg Maleri
be a guest on Jerry Springer- Pete Colomello
be hit on his head with a keg- Brian McCarth)
order a vodka spritzer at the Grape- Nick
Segretario
star in a porno film- Sean Lukac
found cheating cheating on an exam- Mark
Donahue
unionize the waiters at Joe's American- Pete
Catalanotti
catch a cab by himself to go to campus-Jim
Poucher
be seen at Happy Hour at Dangerous CurvesBill Aguire
become the New York Met's Manager- Steve
guest referee at Wrestlemania- Steve Rogers
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Lookin' back, on the memory of...
By Terence McCarron
A&E EDITOR EMERITUS
"How's it gonna be when you don't
know me? How's it gonna be when you're
not around?" Here is my feeble attempt to
sum up 4 years onto one page.
My career, so to speak, in A&E
began as a writer last year and continued as
an Editor this year. I loved every chance I
had to share with you a great movie I saw
or a great meal that I ate. I also loved explaining the awful movies I saw and the terrible meals I had. 1998-99 gave me plenty
of both and more.
This year we saw the most impacting movie ever made in "Life is Beautiful."
We also saw terrible films like "A Message
in a Bottle." We listened to countless bands
at the Levee and enjoyed every minute of
Garth Brooks' new Double Live CD ( or at
least I did- note the headline from "The
Dance.") We even saw a few Theatre Fairfield productions.
I branched out of A&E to commentary for a single article on the SMG situation. In this, I said pretty much everything I
wanted to, but probably shouldn't have. I
criticized APK and the FUSA Prez. I didn't
make any new friends as a result of my articles in Commentary or A&E (see also Joe's
American Bar & Grill), but it was fun.
From e-mails to notes in my mailbox, I got many responses to various articles:
many positive, some negative. Either way,
you were reading. That's why sections such
as A&E and Commentary exist, to voice students' opinions on events and topics that
pique our interest.
This year I tried my best to bring
you as good a section as possible. I think
the whole Mirror staff did a fantastic job. I
enjoyed reading every section this year. I
hope you did too. I feel honored to be a
part of this year's paper.
As far as my Fairfield experience
as a whole, seeing as though I am not a big
one to take any pictures, I rely on words to
frame the moment in time. So, I offer some

verbal photos of my last 4 years.
I won't lie: many things drove me
absolutely crazy. However, despite things
like being penalized by financial aid for
becoming an RA (they might still be "processing" this year's Stafford application), Fr.
Absenteeism Kelley (I hope to see you at
Commencement), and witnessing spoiled
brats whine because Daddy bought them the
wrong car, I suppose I did have some extremely memorable moments that will outlive the bad in my memory banks. Thus, I
proffer my lengthy list of shout-outs in no
particular order.
Thank you, thank you; thank you, thank
you...
Theresa, Karen, Kaylin, my favorite redhead, and all my writers this year.
This Mirror experience has been great for
me. I leave A&E in capable hands. PatThanks for being my most loyal writer.
Dr. Wills, Dr. Halm, and Dr.
McFadden for your constant support and for
taking time outside of class to teach me even
more. You have made a big difference.
Belize '98 MVPs- Thank you Sue
"Woman of the Year" MacAvoy, Lucy Katz,
and Brad Saunders for leading an odd grouping
of
people on
a meani n g fu 1
journey.
MB, KS,
AL, AR,
NT, JS,
CM, and
CS-1 can't
ever forget
this most
incredible
experience
of my life
or you. BRad: beer
Krissy and Katie-1
and wings
at Archie Moore's?
By George, I think I'm Graduating! I ain't goin' anywhere. Thanks for

making Part-Time fun time.
EMs, Carolyn, Kathleen, and Matt

faith
journey, .
The
road
has
risen to
meet
m e .
The
wind
has
been at
m
y
back...

say? It is so much better this way.
Krissy- You went to what High

I'm loving that mustard apparently while Matt prepared to borrow my barf-bag.

RAs, Henry, Fran, and Missy for
your fair leadership and open doors. You
have taught me much. Regis- Lan,etc: it
was fun. Jogues: HL, SD, MC,. TR, CD,
KA, BB, TM- Is it an evil staff? Yeah Baby!
"Oh you say you weren't snortin' coke in
the hallway in
front of
every
RA, ok.
N o t
guilty!"
Tri nayou really are
the best
RA ever.
Thanks
for your
support
and
friendtold you I'd put this in!
ship.
Napdog, JJ, et al.-1 am happy to have made resident friends. You'll be seein'me.
Stroll down Memory Lane...
From Harvest and Dogwoods in
Year 1 to McSorley's and 30 Nights in Year
4,1 loved it all (from what I remember). I
put on lots of weight with the help of many.
We ruined a limo and shared a barf bag.
Katie, AC, Matt, Sean, Melissa, and Mr. Hone dark, one light, and another mustard and
onion sandwich! And if you were talking
to me at 30 Nights- in the words of Yogi
Berra, " I never said half the things I said!"
KH-1 am really happy we both saw
Dazed and Confused- that explains at least
part of the last 4 years, doesn't it? AC &
KH- Thanks for not kicking me every time
you saw the "shoes". KS- was that "yes"
for real??? TA, ML, MD-1 should've been
a Claverite. Toy Store! SK- What can I

School??? I can't believe I am friends with
a GL girl. I love you though. You're the
best! Katie, et al. You ladies are all special.
Thanks for your friendship.
Correy, Jen, and Chez- We put on
a helluva weekend, best ever done. Remember- wear your seatbelts!!!
SW- Anyway, thanks for the Bell
runs and DND chats. My brotha from anotha
motha! I am still the UB b-ball legend. I
know you'll be in MD, but you'll always be
my best friend from across the street. Remember Fake Kahlua = Bad Hangover.
Thanks for visiting!
Warrens (My 2nd family)- Thanks for milk
and cookies at #10 and Chinese food on
Main St.
To the Fam...
Thank you McCarrons. I would
never have finished 4 years of Fairfield U.
if not for the help you all gave me. Mom
and Dad-1 am done with Fairfield, alleluia,
alleluia. Mom- Thanks for knowing when
to say "I Love You." Thanks also for letting
me choose my own course, even if it was
communications and not the Seminary or
Law School. Pop- Thanks for your "occasional feelings of parental pride." To my
growing number of siblings- Thanks for
kicking my ass and also for protecting me
fiercely. Patrick- Thanks for the voice mails!
See soon!
I may live in Connecticut, but
home will always be in North Brunswick.
May 22-23, we will have to party like it's
1999!
I am more happy than sad to be
leaving. But, I hope in some way I have
been able to make a lasting impression on
some like many did on me. I congratulate
the last graduating class from Fairfield University of this decade, century, and
millenium. To quote Yogi as we reach this
crossroad in life. "When you reach the fork
in the road, take it."

Em Retreat '98: You all should've showered!

Lucy loaded the whole shack onto the truck by herself!

McSorley's: Home Sweet Home
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Most likely to...
to hit a bus while driving, and not be
drunk- Martha Pesta
to be the only human to get a different
disease everyday, or so she thinksMartha Pesta
to be in love with Professor HorriganHeather Guerriero
to dance at my son's Bar Mitzvah- Brian
DeMontreaux
to pee in a cop car and not get a ticketCarrie Baldassari
to see the bright side of the worst
situation- Natalie Bunacorsa
think that traffic and parking laws apply
to everyone but her- Johanna Debacco
to star in Naughty Nurses 3- Nancy
Brillon
just sit down outside the Grape- Johanna
Griswold
invite herself to liev wiuth you- Melissa
Dolan
be involved in some sketchy stolen art
market- Johanna Debacco
make out with her earplugs in- Trish
Thompson
marry Barney Barton- Mi mi Chedid
throw up in her front yard- Casey Egan
blow Barney's torch- Erin Collins
walk into glass- Kim Parro
make out with old men wearing jean
shorts- Maura Glavey
be a Naughty Nurse- Casey Egan
wear combat boots to bed- Tricia Aponte
pass out on the Fishbowl's deck after
keg races- Audra Makuch
be pulled over by a bike cop- Maura
Glavey
be held in contempt more times than
allowed to argue a case- Robin Savino
find their husbands working at a German
Bank- Lea raymond & Mary Alice
Greco
go back to Key West after graduation
and never return- Lea raymond &
Michele Wixon
bring home police officers and serve
them cake and milk- Lea raymond &
Tammie Setterland
marry a real loser- Robin Savino
get fed up, live off her boat, and fish to
support herself- Robin Savino
become the CEO of Barami and 9 WestLea Raymond
marry a certain cutie from StonehillTammie Setterland
have screaming matches about the most
mundane things and then forget about it
5 minutes later- Tammie Setterland &
Lea Raymond
become the nexy Siskel or Ebert- Sean
Carew
never want to grow up- Erin Burgess
be found on AOL- Wendy Vescio
have the house in the suburbs with white
picket fence- Heather Colletti
constantly fail a lie detector test- Janel
Rodriguez
be found searching for teh "angry salad"
homepage- Erin Burgess, Wendy Vescio
&Kevin DeVinney
solicit a prostitute- Brian Mello & Mike
Franz
fall on a Chinese lady on teh subwayMaura Glavey
wear Jameson hats into teh GrapeMaura Glavey & Erin sawyer
Irish dance at Larkins- Trish Thompson
own a DQ and work at Ann TaylorCindy Burgdorfer
think bunnies lay eggs- Amy Cyphers
eat bad chicken wings- Dave Okenquist
call himself Dr. Sicko- Henry Vega
be teh next Dr. evil- Paul McCann
kick off her shoes and freak peopleTrish Thompson
shoot the neighbors- Guys Dup B
overkill a song- Guys Dup A
rollerblade lat at night in Campion's
halls-Tricia Aponte
show his muscles- Pat Tienan
ride in Regis elevators shooting fake
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send a 10 year reunion care packageBeth Caldwell
likely to become a politician- Mary
Conk
learn about the constellations- Katie
Heather
think he has class in Bellarmine- Dan
Whitney
wear vegetables- Beth Caldwell
live alone with 1,000 cats- Chris Mortell
trip over her tongue in a Dry CleanersDr. LoMonaco
have married men calling her- Katherine
Engelman
be spackling the gallery instead of at
class- Michelle Gunning
be down with her bad self- Gail
Biederman
injure people wiht mints- Michelle
Gunning
be the dorm temptress having public and
private dance parties- Kathy Engelman
be involved in some sketchy copy and
paste internet scandal- Johanna DeBacco
deny he has a girlfriend- Peter O'Neill
walk the drunkest girl home from a party
at 3 am- Brian Murphy
be supreme psychiatrist for all human
beings everywhere- Brian Murphy
hang out Glee Club chicks cause they're
easy- Lee Barrett
never be the wild and crazy girl that
hides inside of her- Beth Cunningham
open an Irish Pub- Matt McGovern
be known as that "hot blond chick"Vanessa Kelepecz
rule the world- Joe Sarcona
be played by Charles Grodin in a madefor-TV movie- Vinny Caruso
get YANKEES tattooed across his chestr
Doug Lamendola
predict the wind- Rob Pinsonneault
tour with Angry Salad- Wendi Vescio
break his neck- Mike Franz
have dull teeth- Coileen McClain
"poke" someone in the ear- Mike Franz
star as Dirk Diggler- Pat Johnson
"forget" his wallet- Chaun Pflug
mistake his desk for a urinal- Tom Hogg
leave her headlights on- Marianne
Maguire
puke before keg races- Trish Thompson
fall off her bed- Casey Egan
stay in his hotel during Spring BreakMike Piagentini
be on duty- Scott DePetris
own stock in Abercrombie- Gregg Maleri
get married- Rebecca Scott
call her ex after a drunk night- Liana
Stanley
pass out in the bathroom - Sue Beecher
make late night trips to the THsKathleen Daly
hook up in the near future- Sue Beecher
and JoeGuiliano
be so money and not even know itHeather and Vanessa
ask a dumb question- Annemarie Sedore
tell someone off- Kathleen Carson
blow up a microwave- Kristin Harding
hide in the bookstore until the next
beanie baby shipment comes in- Sarah
Tartaglia
be a Hawaiian Tropic SpokesmodelSarah Tartaglia
schedule her hook-ups- Jodie Marx
be drunk from the night before on her
first day of work- Janine Esposito
try and draw attention to themselvesElise Duncan and Danielle Damiano
die laughing- Mary Alice Greco
watch the "La Vida Loca" video at least
a thousand times- Carrie Baldassari
all the furniture in her house made out of
casted materials- Kerry Stewart
be wet- Allison Sebago
re-enact 90210 scenes- Janine Esposito
think she's Bob Vila- Diana Harrington
make a better door than window- Wendy
Fraulo
be seen at the Grape-Amy Cyphers
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John Griffith
THE OLD SPORTS EDITOR

I don't have much to say because I'm pretty sure the greater majority of you
would rather eat a full jar of pigs feet than read anything I have to say. So I will
keep this short.
Thank you to all of you who have made my college experience a memorable one, especially: The Reacharound guys- Tom Uhle, Pat Mathews, Tom
Griffiths, Rob Barone, Pat Kelly, John Ramsden, Mike Giordano, Mike Gionfriddo
and Adam Sullivan. Also to Andy White, Brian Williams, Beth Daly, Amaura Hafer,
Meghan McNamara and Meghan Kolesk- you guys are everything a friend could ask
for. Also to the guys at the Undertow, Girl's Dup, Toolbox, and the girls at the Big
Pole, High Tide and, of course, the Albino Froggies- thanks for all the great memories.
Thanks also to Dr O'Connor, Dr. Simon, Prof. Rierden, and Dr. McFadden
for making my college experience a learning one.
Some lasting sports thoughts: The Cubs will finally win a world series
because you can't have two bad centuries in a row.
Without Jordan and Gretsky, their respective sports will never be the same.
The Stags Men's basketball team will thrive under Coach Tim O'Toole,
until he leaves for bigger and better things. (I'm thinking as the next Syracuse coach
when Boeheim retires.) Good luck Coach O'Toole- p.s. Bring back the Sea of Red.
Some lasting thoughts and quotes"It's not where, but who you're with that really matters" -Dave Matthews
"Most things we worry about, never happen anyway" -Tom Petty
"When I look back at all the crap I learned at Fairfield, it's a wonder I can
think at all" -Paul Simon
And finally, my theory on Fairfield relationships, as seen through the eyes
of Jerry Seinfeld and Elaine Benes:
Jerry: Hey Elaine, how many people in the world would you consider to be
good looking?
Elaine: About 25%
Jerry: No way, more like 6, maybe 8%.
Elaine: Then how are all these people getting together?
Jerry: Alcohol.
We don't have too many days left, so "let's party like it's 1999." -The
Symbol formally known as the Artist formally known as Prince.
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Most likely to...
machine guns- Alec Senese & Tim
McGinley
order one large pie, two cokes and a
bathroom- Maura Glavey
eat a gourd- Katie Stouffs
be afraid to ride a bike- Trish Thompson
like Swedish motorcycle men- Casey
Egan & Trish Thompson
sit on teh back of someone's dog- Kristin
Keating
not puke and pay for it- Kathleen
Morrissey
color themselves with highlighter- Casey
Egan & Erin Sawyer
clean his ears with his legend- Pat
Johnson
let his ex-girlfriend put 50,000 miles on
his car- Pat Johnson
be pissed off at nothin- Brina Mello
drive nine hours to see a fat rat and not get
nay- Rob Pinsonneault
to commit incest- Vinny Caruso
have shown up if he had known- Kevin
DeVinney
go into hibernation- Sean Carew
mistake something dreadful for chocolateMikle franz
manage a Dunkin Donuts- Pat Robinson
put 50,000 miles on her ex-boyfriend's
car- Dierdre Tindall
donate leg hair to teh hair club for menDoug Lamendola
mail instant mashed potatoes- Alyson
Laabs
become Siamese twins with his girlfriendPat Hursen
spontaneously combust- Paul Houde
laugh at C-Span- Lindsay Williams
take up permanent residence in DolanColleen McClain
cook a frozen pizza for seven hours- Brian
Robertson
work for Hallmark- Stephanie Altis
have her own time zone- Leah King
become the host of The Wedding StoryTara Pigo-Cronin
succomb to teh system- brian Mello
poke a pillow Pinsonneault- Rob
Pinsonneault
split his loaf on a tongue ring- Vinny
Caruso
complain about his own superlativeKevin DeVinney
have the remote control in his pocket at all
times- Sean Carew
wear the same clothing on alternate daysMike Franz
try to molest teh Green Moster- Pat
Robinson
have teh telephone surgically removed
from her ear- Kelly Brennan
never smile, EVER- Rob Pisko
be "Kung Fu Fighting"- Sean Lukac
be the next "Rocky"- Michele Wixon
still live 2 blocks away from each othe rin
20 years- Lea Raymond & Billy Aguire
not have a clue when a guy is trying to
make a move on her- Aileen Ryder
get married-divorced-married againdivorced-married again...- Lauren Keating
&Mike Carey
do "Cool 80s" music infomercials- Sean
Lukac & Tammie Setterland
be the first female Pope- Aileen Ryder
increase her tolerance to 2 Coronas,
maybe- Mary Alice Greco
have a stalker boyfriend- Vanessa
Kelepecz
cook a pizza and go to bed- Brian
Robertson
barbeque- Doug Lamendola
occupy the phone- Robin Savino
talk about 'butts'- Heather Colletti
not wear a bra- Erin Burgess
cause trouble talking on AOL- Heather,
Wendi, and Erin
dance with a man on stilts- Sean Carew
be the best "first and only college friend"Erin Burgess
listen to her roommate complain (and
contribute once in a while)- Heather

These

are

the

days...
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Most likely to...

y

you ll
remember

never

before

& ever
since...

hurt herself- Katie Thomas
order a #2- Amy Spiliotis
live in Okinawa- Krissy Tonto
listen to the 80s- The Crack House
re-create Grease- Andrea Hamwey
go to class buzzed- Andrea Pelano
dance on the table- Knock on Wood 9798
pick off you plate- Krissy Tonto
get the most action- The Futon Mattress
die from eating too much cauliflowerDana Halloran
work out more than she drinks- Dana
Halloran
think your housemates unscrewed3 her
lightbulbs to save electricity-Andrea
Pelano
have rugburns- Amy Spiliotis
hook up with your ex's best friendAndrea Hamwey
pick up strange old men- Katie Thomas
be poor- Amy Spiliotis, Krissy Tonto,
and Andrea Hamwey
threaten an infirmary nurse and security
officer- Jen Kane
get the shaft-Andrea Hamwey, Amy
Spiliotis
wear sneakers on an airplane- Andrea
Pelano
never hook up at Fairfield- Krissy Tonto
do shots by herself at Kelly's- Andrea
Hamwey
be in the back of a cop car- Andrea
Hamwey and Katie Thomas
dance on chairs- Krissy Tonto and Amy
Spiliotis
hook up in a random bathroom- Andrea
Pelano
get drunk and show her stomach- Amy
Spiliotis
be seen at a Chic Flick- Kevin Weng
show 5 guys the Futon- Andrea Hamwey
threaten your friends' life over a guy
neither would ever touch- Krissy Tonto
steal a fish- Elyse, Carla, Lauren
own a Honda forever-Andrea Hamwey
take a swim in November- Leslie Wong,
Andrea Hamwey
lose all her buttons on her shirt- Andrea
Pelano
never die- Flush
never drink Tequla again- Katie Thomas,
Amy Spiliotis
put out your cigarette out in a water
glass at Archie Moore's- Amy Spiliotis
hitchhike- Krissy and Katie
see Raw- Andrea Hamwey
watch 90210 for the rest of her life- Amy
Spiliotis
win a contest- Krissy Tonto
to get sloppy seconds- Dana Halloran
bring New Year's in with a "bang"- Dana
Halloran
to wear a red pleated skirt- Amy Spiliotis
be the CEO of News America Marketing-Andrea Pelano
fail phoio I- Katie Thomas and Andrea
Hamwey
hook up in a stairwell-Amy Spiliotis
eat 2 Big Macs- Leslie Wong
never buy books for a class- Leslie Wong
hook up through the Transitive PropertyWilliam Woelpper
marry a religious man- Lea Raymond
love an Adam from the Green TurtleTammie Setterland
marry a redhead and divorce a redheadKelly Brennan and Tammy Setterland
sleep on church steps- Tammie
Setterland
wear short skirts- Lea Raymond
say SHUT UP- Kelly Brennan
marry a mute for fear of competitionTammie Setterland
marry someone Spanish- Danny
Richardson
want to be Spanish- Michele Wlxon
climb out windows- Lauren Keating and
Tammie Setterland
be lost for hours and not know where
he's been- Brian Murphy
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Most likely to...
be the new mayor in Munchkin LandJay Saporito
have a nervous breakdown after not
being able to find the remote- Mike
Drews
fill everyone up with beer- John Petrides
become a Simple Jim roadie- Jim
Poucher
be a cheerleader for the UCONN
Huskies- Gregg Maleri
skip graduation for a round of golfGregg Maleri
live off the deposit on his Dr. Pepper
cans -Mike Drews
steal 301b. weights- Kim Parro & Erin
Collins
be found playing Beirut® 5am- Bridget
Mclaughlin
be found asleep @ 9:30- Liz LeRay
have serious withdarwal from the nautUpperdeck girls
have a salad shooter- Nick Segretario
trip down stairs repeatedly- Erika
Berberich
wear JCREW to a solidarity marchKevin Borla
become Liza Menelli- Kelly Fagan
be physically removed from the GrapeKristen Rath
likely to have a stadup comedy routineFarah Zahaby
be Hip Hop performers- Reuben Cudjoe
& Drew Lewis
be their DJ- Casey Timmeny
be found at the Craps table- Sean Reid &
Mike Angelucci
be just as clueless in 20 years- Dave
Okenquist
find 'spirits' in the Chapel- Kathryn
Nonnenmacher
win specials Olympics- Pete Catalanotti,
Kristen Rath, Jane Nolan, Dave
Skowronski
get care packages when she's fortyMary Grillo
initiate a coup- CUCM
have T-Tops when she's fifty- Theresa
Vitello
lead a revolution- Susanna Fry

Class of '99 Memory Box
-hangin' out in Dolan
-Caesar and the Dolan Dance Party
-the sexy green giant lawn mower man
-TH61: Grandma's house
-sexy men calendars
-KJD &EBB, 9/96
-the secret place
-smuggler blue-jeans
-sledding in the blizzard
-"the hook-up house" TH31
-Pubra Night
-freshman year Clam Jam
-"dress appropriately"
-angry salad concerts
-Luis from the cafeteria
-looking for Erin when people thought she
was In the ditch
-the shining and being poked in the ear
-Late Night phone calls: Obes, Bob
-Ladies Night at The Terrace Club
-town house parties in basements
-Alberto and "un doggie amigo"
-our first chicken patlie
-when Jimbo Poucher was healthy
-drinking and boating is the way to celebrate
one's 21st
-Spring Break '99: Imagination
-random hook-ups
-hookin' with "the one"
-the Bahamas, oops we didn't make it, thanks
TAKE A BREAK
-Coors, the hamster, may he rest in peace
-driving home from Kelley's in the Corsica
-moonwalk at Jenn's 21st
-the Toga, July 1997
-Mardi Gras, July 1998
-80s Prom Queens winning the competition
at The Grape
-Theresa's 21 st, "Ahoy!" with free drinks
-Jess's and Theresa's 22nds at The Grape
-Key West and The Reach Resort
-The last call gangsters

-Claver 3: 1995-96- Rock on- OK, fine
-meeting friends that we'll always have
-LBI: RJ's wet underwear, 3am beer run, mini
golf, jello shots, "If you're gonna be a bear, be
a grizzly! ROAR!"
-Spring break cruise: crazy taxi driver, Am's
bra, karaoke, bingo, winair, escaped drug
dealer
-getting written up, sort of: "Quick, hide
behind the couch!"
-the blackout of Freshman Year and meeting
the man I will marry
-roommate shot wars at The Grape
-brownie and apple juice night
-Sue Beechcr throwing up the 69 stairs of
Regis Hall
-Jimmy Buffet '99
-Liana playing drunken twister
-hot cocoa nights and the one who ate all the
marshmallows
-Sophomore year Thursday nights over
Chinese food and Lovelines
-gettin'down at BAR
-dubbin' in Boston with 3am Chinese food and
a fever
-Hey PR.: "GET DOWN ON IT!"
-the lrish-"ltalian" with hairy legs
-wandering the THs in herds freshman year
-looking for stars at the Bong Room
-throwing up in the cafeteria
-Halloween 1998: Moses, the mountain girl,
and one sick beatnik
-falling asleep at NYC Opera with a hangover
-Spring Break '99: the Camry, BAHAMA
BREEZES, and breaded chicken cutlets on
Clearwater Beach
-clepto Boudjouk
-Sunshine the SODEX"HO"
-beverages at The Grape on Res Life and Val's
back bend
-the V05 boy and braidable backhair
-the five dollar Rolling Rock at TH156
-RA underground network
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Some thoughts after working on the Mirror
The year-long residents will not be happy until human beings between the ages of 17 and 22 are banned
from the beach.
A demon would not have terminated the contract.
Top-notch faculty members are the reason that this institution is rated as highly as it is, not the
groundskeeping.
Through no fault of their own, administrators are brainwashed to say "no" first, think about it later.
Security should not be allowed to carry guns, the fate of cream cheese hangs in the balance.
A female FUSA president is about as likely as a female U.S. president.
Some students on this campus do care about issues are than where the next keg party will be held.
A small group can make a very big difference.
Any extra money the university gets its hands on should be immediately allocated to the library.
A newspaper can be put out every week despite Flintstone technology.
— Dana Ambrosini
News Editor Emeritus

To all of my friends: Thank you for the memories, now it's time to party like it's 1999!
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so don't be afraid

to let them show..
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